Introduction
Rare genetic variant association and gene-environment (G×E) interaction are often quoted to explain the missing heritability observed in association studies of complex diseases with common genetic variants [1] [2] [3] [4] . In contrast with the common disease -common variant hypothesis, where the burden of disease causality is thought to lie in the high relative frequency of the alleles associated with the disease, the common disease -rare variants hypothesis relies on the high number and expected high penetrance of these variants to explain part of the disease heritability [5] [6] [7] . There is evidence to suggest that both models are relevant to at least some common human diseases [8] , but until recently, information on rare variants has been limited by the high cost of sequencing. With the advent of next-generation sequencing and whole-exome arrays, large-scale genotyping of rare variants with exome arrays and reasonably large sequencing projects are becoming affordable. But the pow-er of traditional statistical methods is expected to be low due to the sparsity of rare variant data.
To improve the power for detecting association with rare variants, many methods have been proposed [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , as yet, none of them directly account for potential G×E interactions. When evaluating common variants, testing for genetic association and G×E interaction jointly can improve the power to detect association in specific situations, but this strategy is also subject to a power decrease in the absence of G×E interaction [22, 23] .
To determine whether accounting for G×E interactions when testing for disease association with rare genetic variants increases power, we have extended three statistical methods used in rare variant association testing, by incorporating an interaction term and testing jointly for genetic association and G×E interaction. In this paper, we present these methods and compare their statistical properties under several simulated disease models with and without G×E interactions involving rare genetic variants.
Methods

Notation
Consider a genetic region G, a dichotomous environmental exposure E and a dichotomous disease D. Region G can be defined by a gene coding for a protein, by a region corresponding to noncoding RNA, by a region previously found to be linked or associated to D, or by any other arbitrary segment of the genome. The genetic variability of G in the general population is such that G harbors m variants. Exposure E has population prevalence f E and is assumed to be independent of the m variants in G in the population. Disease D is associated with a subset p of the m variants in G (assuming an additive model of effect) and to E, following the logistic model: 
where y i is the disease phenotype of individual i ; β 0 is log(B/(1 -B)), B being the baseline disease risk for an individual unexposed and non-carrier of any rare allele; g ki is the genotype count (i.e. 0, 1, or 2 minor alleles) for individual i at the k -th of the p variants in G associated with D (variant k ); β Gk is the coefficient of association between variant k and D (in the absence of E); e i is the exposure status of individual i to E; β E is the coefficient of association between E and D (in the absence of minor alleles at any of the p variants), and β Ik is the coefficient of G×E interaction of variant k and E.
To test for the association between G and D, while accounting for potential G×E interactions, we have extended three methods: Min-P, the Cohort Allelic Sums Test (CAST), and the SNP-set (Sequence) Kernel Association Test (SKAT), incorporating a G×E interaction term and testing jointly for genetic association and G×E interaction.
Min-P
A simple approach is to analyze the association between each of the m variants and D and to select the p value of the most significantly associated rare variant (i.e. Min-P) as a test statistic for the association with the region. To ensure proper control of the type 1 error, a permutation procedure of the case-control labels estimates the empirical distribution of Min-P and the p value is calculated as the fraction of Min-P values in permutations that are at least as extreme as the observed Min-P [24] . The association test used can be a likelihood ratio test based on a generalized linear model, a Cochran-Armitage trend test, or a Fisher exact test. However, because of potential data sparsity, here we used the Fisher exact test [25] .
To test for genetic association only, the Fisher exact test is calculated for the contingency table crossing D and each of the m variants. This test will be noted Min-P-g. To test jointly for genetic association and G×E interaction, we propose to stratify the data on E and do two Fisher exact tests on contingency tables crossing D and each of the m variants in exposed and unexposed individuals. To combine the two independent tests, we used the Fisher product method. This test will be noted Min-P-ge.
Because of the computational burden of the Fisher exact test, we used an adaptive permutation procedure (up to 1,000 permutations) to estimate the empirical Min-P distributions. Thereby, the low resolution for small p values (<0.01) does not allow estimating the power at a genome-wide level (requiring at least resolution up to 10 -5 ).
Cohort Allelic Sums Test
CAST was the first burden testing method introduced to aggregate rare variants when testing for disease association [16] . An indicator variable ( S i ) is generated for each individual i , such that S i equals 0 in the absence of minor alleles or 1 in the presence of at least one minor allele among all variants below a predefined threshold T for the minor allele frequency (MAF) in the sample (binary coding). To accommodate potential additive effects of rare alleles, S i can also be the count of minor alleles below T (additive coding) [17] .
To test for genetic association only, we included S i as an independent variable in a logistic regression on the disease statuses y i , and a likelihood ratio was used to test the null hypothesis H 0 : β GS = 0. This test will be noted CAST-g.
To test jointly for genetic association and G×E interaction, we propose to incorporate a G×E interaction term ( β IS ) and used a likelihood ratio to test H 0 : β GS = β IS = 0. This test will be noted CAST-ge.
The power of CAST relies partly on choosing the right threshold T and coding (binary or additive) for calculating S i . A balanced case-control sampling increases the sample MAF of associated variants compared to their population MAF. Therefore, in our comparison, we evaluated the impact of these choices by comparing the use of two values of T (0.05 and 0.01) and both codings for calculating S i (binary and additive).
Sequence Kernel Association Test
To accommodate the analysis of a set of rare variants, while adjusting for covariates, SKAT uses a logistic kernel machine [20, 26] .
Assuming that each β Gm (i.e. the association coefficients of all variants m in the set) independently follows an arbitrary distribution with mean 0 and variance ω m 2 ψ , where ω m is a weight for each of the m variants, testing H 0 : β Gm = 0 is equivalent to testing ψ = 0 (i.e. a variance-component test score done using the corresponding mixed model). For a case-control design with n individuals sampled and m variants genotyped, G is the n × m matrix of genotypes, W is the m × m diagonal matrix of weights ( ω m ), and K = GWWG T is the n × n weighted linear kernel matrix, which defines the genetic similarity between all pairs of individuals. The function that links each element of the matrix K to G is the kernel function.
To test for genetic association only, the variance-component score statistic Q SKAT follows a mixture of χ 2 distributions, which are closely approximated with the Davies method [27] .
where y -is the predicted mean of the vector of disease status values (y) under H 0 , obtained by regressing y on the adjustment covariates only. Two important decisions have to be considered when using SKAT for analyzing rare variants: the choice of a weighting scheme and the choice of a kernel. Using an identity matrix of size m for the weight matrix W gives an equal weight to all variants. When focusing on rare variant analysis, one might want to put more weight on rarer than on more common variants. This has been shown to improve power, in particular if the lower the MAF, the higher the variant's effect. For example, Madsen and Browning [15] proposed to use the inverse of the MAF variance to give more weight to rarer variants. In the SKAT method, Wu et al. [20] proposed to weight variants using a Beta(MAF, a 1 , a 2 ) distribution with parameters a 1 = 1 and a 2 = 25, allowing higher weights for rarer variants while still giving some weight to variants with a MAF between 0.01 and 0.05.
Several kernels have been suggested by the authors of this method. In fact, most of the tests and variant groupings proposed in the literature for analyzing rare variants can be rewritten as particular cases of SKAT, by using appropriate weights and kernels. However, it is difficult to know a priori which kernel to use for a given set of data and using the weighted linear kernel may not always be the best approach. In particular, if a large proportion of variants is associated with the disease with the same direction of effect, simple burden tests are often more powerful. To overcome this issue, Lee et al. [28] have recently proposed to optimize the kernel by computing the best linear combination of SKAT using a weighted linear kernel (noted SKAT hereafter) and the equivalent of the score test statistic of the weighted additive burden test (noted Burden). By allowing the β Gm to follow a multivariate distribution with exchangeable relation structure, using the correlation matrix R ρ = (1 -ρ ) I + ρ 11 T , the SKAT test statistic becomes a function of ρ :
where
When ρ = 0, K ρ is the weighted linear kernel and Q ρ is equal to Q SKAT in equation 4. When ρ = 1, K ρ is the weighted burden test and Q ρ is equal to:
which is equivalent to the square of the score test statistic of the weighted burden test. Thus, Q ρ is a linear combination of SKAT and the Burden test, i.e. Q ρ = (1 -ρ ) Q SKAT + ρ Q BURDEN . Optimization of this linear combination is achieved by maximizing the test statistic over a range of correlation structures between the variants' effects (i.e. the combination with a minimum p value). However, the empirical distribution of this test (noted SKAT-O) is derived analytically, thus avoiding the computational burden of permutation testing [28] .
To test jointly for genetic association and G×E interaction, we propose to replace the n × m matrix G with an n × 2 m matrix J , where half of the matrix contains the genotypes g mi and the other half contains the G×E interaction terms g mi e i . Replacing G with J in equations 4-6 provides variance-component score statistics for the joint test of genetic association and G×E interaction using SKAT, SKAT-O, and the weighted burden test, respectively.
In our comparison, to test for genetic association only or genetic association and G×E interaction jointly, we used the linear kernel-based test (noted SKAT-g and SKAT-ge), the optimized test (noted SKAT-O-g and SKAT-O-ge), and the weighted burden test (noted Burden-g and Burden-ge). For these six tests, we used weights based on a Beta(MAF, a 1 = 1, a 2 = 25) distribution for the matrix part corresponding to genotypes and on a Beta( f G×E , a 1 = 1, a 2 = 25) distribution, where f G×E is the relative frequency of the G×E terms ( f G×E = Σ( g i e i )/2 n ), for the matrix part corresponding to G×E interactions.
Simulations
To compare the performance of the different methods with and without accounting for G×E interactions, we simulated case-control samples under a range of disease models using a set of 10,000 haplotypes simulated over a 4.7-Mb stretch of chromosome 17 (as in [29] ). These haplotypes were simulated based on population genetic parameters derived from the Seattle SNPs project using the program SFS_CODE [30] . The distribution of the 61,550 polymorphic sites shows a high proportion of rare variants: 21.3% were singletons, 10.1% were doubletons, 34.7% had a MAF <0.001 (not including singletons and doubletons), 24.6% had a MAF between 0.001 and 0.01, and 7.6% had a MAF between 0.01 and 0.05.
The disease models included two scenarios. The first considers genetic regions of 20, 100, or 400 variants with 10% of the variants directly associated with D, whereas the second considers genetic regions of 20 variants with 25, 50, or 75% of the variants directly associated with D. In practice, scenario 1 corresponds to an agnostic approach where all variants are included in the analysis and the proportion of causal variants is expected to be relatively low, whereas scenario 2 corresponds to an analysis performed after pruning to select the potentially most interesting variants using various criteria (e.g. variants that are non-synonymous, deleterious, or not previously referenced). Taking the 10,000 haplotypes in pairs generated 5,000 diploid individuals. Then, non-overlapping bins of 20, 100, and 400 variants with a population MAF between 3 × 10 -4 and 0.5 defined the genetic regions in scenario 1, whereas in scenario 2, the 20 variants were selected to have a population MAF between 3 × 10 -4 and 0.05. The purpose of excluding common variants (MAF >0.05) in scenario 2 was again to mimic an analysis focusing on pre-selected rare variants. In both scenarios, the risk variants were selected at random without replacement among variants with a population MAF in the range between 3 × 10 -4 and 0.05. Although we included variants with a MAF between For each disease model, the sampling of 1,000 cases and 1,000 controls was done using the additive logistic model in equation 1. The baseline risk of D was 0.01 and sampling of exposure status was done for each genetic region, setting the prevalence of E ( f E ) equal to 0.3 and the odds ratio of E (OR E = exp( β E )) equal to 1 or 2.
To model a deleterious effect size higher for rarer variants than for more common ones, we modeled the association with D ( β Gk ) and the G×E interaction coefficient ( β Ik ) for each variant k as a function of its population MAF ( f k ), as in [12] . 1 3
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where OR G and OR I are the reference odds ratios for the genetic association and G×E interaction of a variant with a MAF equal to f G , respectively, and f G is the median of the MAF distribution of all variants with a MAF between 10 -3 and 0.05 ( f G = 0.0012). For example, when OR G = 2, variants with a MAF of 3 × 10 -4 , 0.01, or 0.05 were assigned an OR Gk (i.e. exp( β Gk )) equal to 2.59, 1.49, or 1.28, respectively. The different disease models included OR G values equal to 1 or 2 and OR I values ranging between 1 and 3.
The power and type 1 error of each method were computed as the proportion or regions where the association was significant at α = 0.05, under alternative and null models, respectively. In scenario 1, 2,100, 420, and 105 regions of 20, 100, and 400 variants were available, respectively; whereas in scenario 2, 1,700 regions of 20 rare variants (population MAF <0.05) were available. All simulations and analyses were done using R version 2.13.0 [31] and the package SKAT v0.77 [20, 26, 28] .
Results
Type 1 Error Rates
The type 1 error of all methods is well controlled at α = 0.05 ( table 2 ) . Min-P-g has a slightly elevated type 1 error for regions of 20 variants with OR E = 1, whereas CAST has an elevated type 1 error of 0.074 (p = 0.03) for regions of 100 variants with OR E = 2.0. To further investigate the distribution of p values obtained with the different methods under H 0 , we did quantile-quantile plots that showed no deviation from the expected 95% confidence interval region. We also estimated the type 1 error at α = 0.01, and none of the observed type 1 errors were significantly different from the expected value (data not shown). Overall, considering the relatively small number of tests done, the quantile-quantile plots, the results at α = 0.01, and the fact that Min-P is a permutation-based test, those slight deviations are not alarming. To present power results, we first selected the configurations of CAST and SKAT that had the best overall power and compared them along with Min-P ( fig. 1 , 2 ). The comparison of the different configurations of CAST and SKAT are discussed further below and in online supplementary figures 1-4 (for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000346825).
Power under Scenario 1
For a fixed proportion of causal variants (10%), the power of all methods increases with increasing region size, genetic and environmental effects, and G×E interactions, regardless of whether a joint test of genetic association and G×E interaction is done or not ( fig. 1 ). When the region contains 20 variants, the power to detect an association with the disease is very low for all methods, and accounting for G×E interaction neither increases nor decreases the power noticeably. When the region is larger (100 or 400 variants), the power of joint tests is about 10-20% higher than the power of the genetic association tests in situations of 'pure interaction' (i.e. OR G = OR E = 1). In these cases, SKAT-O-ge and CAST-ge with a threshold at 0.05 and an additive coding have the highest power ( fig. 1 , first 3 panels at the top) . In all other situations of scenario 1, the joint tests are either worse than or as good as their corresponding genetic association tests. Overall, SKAT-O-g has the best power to detect association, except for situations of 'pure interaction', where a joint test improves power (SKAT-O-ge or CAST-ge). Min-P has the lowest power, and accounting for G×E interaction decreased it further.
Power under Scenario 2
For small regions ( m = 20) and increasing proportions of causal variants, the joint tests have better power than the corresponding genetic association tests (up to 20% increase) in the presence of 'pure interaction' ( fig. 2 ). Compared to genetic association tests, the power of joint tests is similar in the presence of a main genetic or environmental effect, and slightly lower in the presence of an effect of both factors (about 2-5% decrease). SKAT-O-g and SKAT-O-ge have the best power overall, with a slight advantage for SKAT-O-g in the presence of genetic and environmental main effects, but a larger advantage to SKAT-O-ge, when no main genetic or environmental effects are present. Here again, Min-P has much lower power and the joint test improved the power only minimally in the presence of 'pure interaction'.
In both scenarios, when no G×E interaction is present but the genetic variants have an effect (OR G = 2 and OR I = 1), the power of joint tests is 5-10% smaller than the power of genetic association tests, regardless of the method used. Bold values are significantly different from the expected nominal value of 0.05 (bilateral z test, α = 0.05).
In scenario 1, the type 1 error is averaged over 2,100, 420, and 105 regions of 20, 100, and 400 variants, respectively, whereas in scenario 2, it is averaged over 1,700 regions of 20 variants.
Sequence Kernel Association Test using a weighted burden test (Burden), a weighted linear kernel (SKAT) or the optimal test (SKAT-O).
-g = Test of the genetic variants only; -ge = joint test of the genetic variants and the G×E interaction; m = number of variants per region; OR E = odds ratio of disease association with the environmental factor. 
Configurations of CAST
Among the different configurations used for CAST (combinations of threshold and coding for S i ), the choice of the threshold had a noteworthy impact on the power, regardless of the coding used. When the threshold underestimates the range of population MAF of causal variants (T = 0.01), the power of CAST decreases importantly (online suppl. fig. 1, 2) . Overall, the tests using a threshold T = 0.05 had better power than when T = 0.01. The difference in power between tests based on a binary or an additive coding was much less important. The additive coding had just a slight advantage over the binary coding, in the absence of G×E interaction and in the presence of main genetic or environmental effects.
Configurations of SKAT
Interestingly, the aim of SKAT-O, to unify the advantages of Burden and SKAT, has clearly been achieved. Indeed, the power of SKAT-O-g and SKAT-O-ge are uniformly equal or superior to the power of the corresponding tests in Burden and SKAT. In scenario 1, SKAT had higher power than Burden, whereas in scenario 2, Burden had a higher power than SKAT (online suppl. fig. 3, 4) .
Discussion
When Does Accounting for G×E Interaction Help?
Accounting for G×E interactions when testing for disease association with grouped rare variants can increase power when the interacting factors do not have independent main effects (scenario 1, OR G = OR E = 1), or when the proportion of causal variants is high (scenario 2). In the presence of a main genetic or environmental effect and when the proportion of causal variants is small, accounting for G×E interaction does not increase power, and sometimes decreases it. One explanation is that even for a strong G×E interaction, only a very small subset of subjects will both carry the rare allele and be exposed, and so the interaction will have limited impact in comparison with the main genetic or environmental effect. Although pure G×E interactions are plausible [32] [33] [34] , their role and impact are probably limited in the realm of possible disease models. Consequently, this approach does not seem very promising for the primary analysis of the association of rare genetic variants with a disease. In terms of power, it is not worthwhile to incorporate G×E interactions into the analysis of rare variants when no interaction exists.
However, when variants are selected based on specific criteria that might increase the proportion of causal variants, the joint test can be a good choice. Using for example SKAT-O-ge, the decrease in power in the absence of G×E interactions is limited, while the power increase in the presence of G×E interactions is important.
Overall, these results agree with findings for common variants [22, 23] , but the impact of the low frequency of the genetic variants makes the joint test less attractive than for common variant discovery. We postulate that if the prevalence of the environmental factor is lower than in our simulations ( f E = 0.3), the power of the joint test relative to the genetic association test will be even lower.
Which Method to Use?
We have extended and compared three new methods to jointly test genetic association and G×E interaction for rare variants. Min-P had the lowest power in our simulated models and had the longest computational time, so it may be inappropriate for large datasets. The power of Min-P relative to the other methods is more sensitive to variations in the proportion of causal variants, a factor rarely known in practice. Moreover, the version of Min-P implemented here does not allow using continuous outcomes or adjusting for covariates. Although it is much faster, can adjust for covariates, and can be applied for continuous exposures and quantitative traits, the power of CAST, whether using a binary or additive coding, was sensitive to the arbitrary choice of the threshold below which variants are aggregated. This issue has been addressed in the literature by using weighting schemes or variable threshold approaches [15, 19] , though we did not incorporate extensions of these methods and others in our comparison. Finally, the weighted SKAT-O had the best overall power and a short computational time. SKAT-O can adjust for covariates and analyze continuous exposures and quantitative traits. This unified approach solves the issue of the kernel selection by combining the linear model with a burden-based model. Nonetheless, the weighting choice introduces implicit assumptions that could impact power.
For α = 0.01, all powers decrease but the relative power of the different methods are similar (data not shown). Due to the computational burden in particular for regions of large size, we had to limit the number of regions studied and thus could not assess the power at genomewide levels, which would be important to evaluate. However, based on a previous comparison between SKAT and Burden tests, we expect that the relative power of the different methods will be similar [20] .
Potential Issues
As in any simulation study, our analysis made several assumptions that may be violated in practice. First, we assumed that genetic and G×E interaction effects were in the same direction. Although the common disease -rare variants hypothesis suggests that rare variants most probably are deleterious since they are selected against, rare variants with opposite main effects, opposite G×E interactions effects, or G×E interactions opposite to the genetic main effects cannot be ruled out. By making no assumption on the direction of effects, SKAT would be better adapted than burden tests to handle genetic and G×E interaction effects with heterogeneous directions.
Second, when modeling the G×E interaction, we assumed that all associated variants had the same magnitude of interactions with E. If only a subset of the associated variants interacts with E, the power of joint tests is expected to be lower than the power obtained in our models.
Third, for the three tests (Burden-ge, SKAT-ge, and SKAT-O-ge), we used a single kernel for both the genetic and the G×E interaction components. These three tests are score tests from random genetic and G×E interaction effects models. Their likelihoods are identical to the likelihoods of the three corresponding tests of genetic effects only (Burden-g, SKAT-g, and SKAT-O-g), except that the number of elements in the genotype matrix is doubled by adding for each variant G×E interaction scores, i.e. for each individual the product of his genotype at this variant and his exposure status. The weights for the half matrix containing the G×E interactions are computed using the distribution Beta( f G×E , a 1 = 1, a 2 = 25), where f G×E is the relative frequency of the G×E interaction terms. A consequence of this ad-hoc choice is that weights of G×E interactions are higher than those of the genetic effects. Since SKAT allows all element of the matrix to have independent effects, our joint test of genetic association and G×E interaction is valid. However, it would be valuable to model the genetic effect and the G×E interaction separately and to evaluate the use of different weighting schemes for the two components and testing for G×E interaction only.
Fourth, our models only explored a baseline risk of disease set to 0.01. However, previous comparisons between SKAT and Burden tests have shown that the lower the disease prevalence, the higher the power. Indeed, the case-control design enriches samples with causal variants when the baseline risk of disease is low more than when it is high. However, this variation in power is minimal compared to the difference of power between methods [20] .
Finally, this simulated allele frequency spectrum is skewed slightly higher than those observed in recent large-scale sequencing studies [6, 7] . A possible explanation is that the population genetic model used to simulate these data did not account for the rapid population growth suggested to be responsible for the excess of rare variants [5] . This may decrease the power of all methods, but this decrease would be more important for the Min-P tests, which rely on the presence of at least one strong effect, than for the CAST or SKAT tests.
In conclusion, when testing for disease association with a set of rare variants, accounting for G×E interactions can improve power in specific situations (pure interaction or high proportion of causal variants interacting with the environment). However, this approach is not appropriate for a primary analysis. Among the methods compared, the optimized and weighted SKAT performed best whether to test for genetic association or to test it jointly with G×E interactions.
